Glenn Beck joins the Economic War Room to talk about future threats and being prepared to take a stand.

America is at a crossroads. It is the time to know where you stand and be prepared for multiple scenarios.

Geopolitical events such as China’s One Belt/One Road, China 2025, 5G expansion and Artificial Intelligence, are all setting the stage for the world to be a completely different place between 2025 to 2030. One scenario gives all power to the Deep State, communists, socialists, government elites or cronyism. The other scenario? America finally wakes up and fights to keep its economic liberty!

Your Mission: TO WAKE UP AMERICA! With the transformational economic and political changes approaching, your freedom is at risk like never before. In America, government presumably derives its power from the people. Unfortunately, we have been slowly giving up our freedoms and power, for convenience and perceived economic benefits.

If you choose to accept this mission, there may be still time to keep America from self-destruction. It is critical that your Economic War Room briefings are shared. We must develop ways to weaponize our economy in favor of freedom. You can make a difference!
“The Economic War Room is teaching things that no one else is covering! I was in New York, talking about what I thought was coming to the markets just before 2008. Afterward, a top TV economist warned me off the air.

He said, ‘You are the most irresponsible person ever. We have a responsibility not to create panic. We have a responsibility to not tell the American people some things.’

That is the worst advice I have ever heard, and so I thank you (Kevin) for talking about things that matter to the American people."

— Glenn Beck
(OSINT)– Open Sourced Intelligence Briefing
America, economic freedom, and the future. Interview highlights with Kevin Freeman and Glenn Beck.

Economic War Room is teaching and covering things no one else is talking about and we are finally starting to see the impact.

1. We are in an Economic War

Since Kevin Freeman’s initial Pentagon report, we are now finally seeing perceptions shift as it relates to the China threat.

The positive part about tariffs has been it has forced China to the negotiating table. Trump’s tariffs need to be used to protect our nation and at least forcing the conversation.

Russia is also waging an economic war, it is World War III, but being fought with “1s and 0’s.” They are even building their own internet and tested dropping off the worldwide web. It is a new Economic Cold War.

They are looking at how they can build a new Iron Curtain around the U.S.
China is leading their 5G effort with Russia, neither of these countries care about individual rights or the people.

5G is a major issue, and China is close to winning. Huawei and ZTE technologies have created the most advanced 5G technology and are selling it at discounted prices around the world.

If they get 5G in Australia, Germany and the United Kingdom, they own the world and we are shut out.

In video technology terms, we are producing Betamax technology and the China is setting up to be the VHS format. If everyone uses VHS, Betamax loses.

Trump has announced he wants to see the U.S. lead in 5G and even 6G. Does American industry realize how important that is? Whoever owns the information and controls history, controls everything. What we see as a marketplace, our enemies view as a battlespace™.
Because it is convenient, we are giving the keys to our bedroom. The Chinese will have access to refrigerators, and everything connected to the house if their 5G wins. We buy into the Internet of Things for convenience or some other benefits, and we accept potential Government control and power over the people. This sounds just like “Brave New World.” In China, they are already monitoring everything by mandate, and if you do something wrong you cannot buy. You cannot get plane tickets, or even a bank account. You may not get food, or social services if needed. This is an updated version of Orwell’s “1984.” It also sounds like the biblical “mark of the Beast.”

China surveils systems and social credit scores throughout their major cities. In the inner city of Beijing there are 18 million people. With facial recognition they can track everyone as they set up social scores.
Case study: To show off China’s surveillance system, Chinese officials had an operative, (similar to CIA in U.S.), try to beat their system. They shut down their surveillance cameras for 3 hours and gave the agent a head start. From the time they turned the system back on and fed his gait and facial information in the system, they had captured him and had him in the back of a police car. Time required? Under 7 minutes! How do you hide in a city of 18 million people, Impossible with today’s technology?

This is the type of surveillance we are seeing overseas, and America is still excited about a refrigerator that can order our food for us. If the technology gets in the wrong hands, we have a serious problem in America.

We need to make certain that the 2020 presidential winner fully understands these issues. Many in America still do not recognize the economic war we are facing and the potential assault on freedom.
“It is like the book of the Revelation screaming at us, but you also have 1984 and Brave New World. We are giving everything away and it is going to end up the same as both of those novels: losing complete control.” – Glenn Beck

1984 (Nineteen Eighty-Four) is a dystopian novel by English writer George Orwell published in June 1949. The novel is set in the year 1984 when most of the world population have become victims of perpetual war, omnipresent government surveillance and propaganda.

In the novel, Great Britain (“Airstrip One”) has become a province of a super state named Oceania. Oceania is ruled by the “Party”, who employ the “Thought Police” to persecute individualism and independent thinking. – Wikipedia

Brave New World: a dystopian novel written in 1931 by English author Aldous Huxley and published in 1932. Largely set in a futuristic World State of genetically modified citizens and an intelligence-based social hierarchy, the novel anticipates huge scientific developments that are combined to make a Utopian society that goes challenged only by a single outsider. – Wikipedia
Look at how accurate these dystopian books were at predicting society in the future.

It is critical that the digital iron curtain comes down (allowing freedom of thought). That is why TheBlaze was created, so we can stop the ghettoization of information.

**Lessons in History:**

Germany told the Polish Jews “you can do whatever you want. Just do it behind that wall.” They built the wall higher so nobody could hear or see them. This is what they are doing with us, but it is digital. You can say whatever you want unless it is on Facebook, Twitter, the internet, TV, or some other platform.
There is a normalcy bias to almost everything in life, and people accept it. We accept intrusion to our privacy out of convenience.

The longer we wait, the harder it will be to stop.

Our “One Thing” to stand for:

Governments are instituted among men to protect rights, period!

That is our mission. We need to understand Government derives its power from the people and not the other way around.

America is the only country instituted to protect rights among men. When the government becomes abusive of those rights, it is normal for people to just accept there is little they can do about it, until it is too late. But when it becomes ultimately oppressive, it is a responsibility to STAND UP.
This is not a right, it is a responsibility. It is your responsibility!!

“We accept loss of freedom, because we are enslaved in debt and sometimes these are economic issues. It is sad, but economic issues are usually the root of many decisions being made today. The war on free speech is economic.

Immigration is an economic issue, abortion is an economic issue. Ultimately, they are spiritual issues. We are in a spiritual war manifesting as an economic war.”

–Kevin Freeman

WARNING: Americans tend to be short sighted. We accept less privacy and loss of rights for convenience, because it is easy. Look for 5G/Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) as the next investment opportunity, but also one of our biggest threats.

5G and A.I. could change the world as we know it by 2025 or 2030.
2. The Green New Deal: What is it really?

The radical left believes that things are at the critical point in 2020; where they can pull the trigger and push their agenda through completely.

The Green New Deal looks like it was written by an 11-year old. Yet it is supported by the leading Democrat presidential candidates. The Green New Deal includes eliminating air travel, getting rid of cows, and retrofitting every building.

Is this simply an opening position to make it look like getting some of their agenda is not so bad? Or is it an “all in” scenario to radically change everything in a single stroke?
Woodrow Wilson tried to radically change America in the early 20th century. He did not have the power structures at the time. He did not have all the federal workers. So, it was easy for voters to reverse policies that scared the American people. The left now thinks they may have the power and infrastructure to reverse our Constitution, similar to what Roosevelt wanted to do.

Roosevelt wanted to create a Second Bill of Rights. If focused on what the government must do, verses what the government cannot do. This is similar to what the Soviet Union had in their government. It was focused on what it would do for every individual. Roosevelt tried to move beyond his political support and fortunately did not complete his task.

Socialism/Communism is coming back in style again. The actual Green New Deal House bill lays out a fundamental transformation of the American economy. It is focused on two things: global warming and social justice.

A Green New Deal, will encompass everything: the total takeover of our economy and our country. There is a growing appetite to overthrow America and our Constitution.

“It’s automatic. If we don’t have a spiritual awakening, we are going to become the darkest force ever on the face of the earth.” - Glenn
Some believe The Green New Deal is more than Alexandria Ocasio Cortez (AOC). AOC is just the person everyone is looking at, while the real power executes their plan.

3. “Donald Trump IS the right man at the right time.” –Glenn Beck observations from the State of the Union

Glenn Beck admits he was wrong about Trump. He did not think Trump would keep his pledges, but he has delivered.

Attending the SOTU in person, Glenn felt Trump speech was a real reach to the other side, while standing for conservative principles. You could not see it on TV, but Trump was being booed and hissed by the Democrats. It was shocking, and there was a very different feel in the room.

Trump speech was well crafted and inspirational. Surprisingly, Trump had more restraint than most others would in that situation.
“I went to the State of the Union what I felt was Evil coming from certain pockets of the chamber. Evil I never felt before and it concerned me.”

“I am hearing from people being impressed from God to do certain things. They have been told to gather but wait. Now they just heard, go.”

“People are doing things across the country, to create change for good.” “It is almost like defibrillators coming out and saying start the heart again. And I have no idea what the master strategy of the Lord is, but I ’m telling you He has got one.”—Glenn Beck

4. Venezuela and Mexico, the threat of socialism and economic war
It is good we have someone like Trump standing for principles against the far-left agenda and all that is happening in Mexico and Venezuela. Mexico is moving away from free markets, and away from Freedom and Liberty.

We need a good stable neighbor on the border. Despite Mexico’s oil wealth, Venezuela has proven that an oil economy alone, is not enough to prosper with a bad government system. Recently the President of Mexico, shut down the pipelines and moved to trucks and away from Pipelines. Massive corruption is taking place as people siphoned fuel from the pipelines.
Mexico’s new president is a communist and socialist. Need to watch to see if he is going down the same path Maduro did with Venezuela. Now it appears the drug cartels are in control of the political system, and we need to help Mexico.

A wall that helps stop the drug traffic would stop the money flow and clean up the cartels. A good Immigration Policy and strong border is critical with geopolitical events happening in South of the border.

5. CAUTION: Deutsche Bank appears to be in trouble. Could it be an economic trigger for Europe? Does it impact the U.S. or your investments?

There are signs of incredible economic turmoil and problems in Europe. The Euro Zone could be ripped apart by one economic cataclysm. Italian banks are in trouble. Deutsche Bank may be in major trouble and this is with a decent economy.

The Euro was a flawed idea in the beginning, and it will not work over the long term. The collapse of Deutsche Bank could play a big role in the economic collapse of Europe especially with Brexit. The fact that European Central Bank allows for and is creating negative interest rates cannot be good sign. Some suspect they are designing the European collapse, so they can rebuild it.

There is evidence that suggest that is what Russia did, with the Soviet Union. They let it collapse and go through a “chapter 11” rebrand. They even got western capital to help rebuild it.
A worst-case scenario would be the Euro Zone triggering a global economic meltdown. It is important to assess the geopolitical impact of your investments and portfolio now with your investment advisor.

6. Other Insights on Free Markets verses Controlled Economies

Controlled economies always become corrupt. Free market economies tend to be less corrupt. There can be cronyism, but it is not completely corrupt as long as there is freedom.

Corporations remain clean if you have an outside force to complain to. They must be separate from the police and government.

The minute you mix the two, who are you going to complain if something goes wrong? If the government controls your healthcare, who are you going to go to if there is a problem? Now we complain about the bad insurance companies, or the bad hospital, but there are some checks and balances with the government and free market. If the government runs it all, we have lost control. Or if it goes the other way and the hospitals and insurance companies run the government, and you have Cronyism. We need to fight both.
Why You Should Care:

**America needs to wake up, and you can help make it happen.**
Unfortunately, you may not wake up by talk or anything else. Often, people need to find their bottom. What is America’s bottom? How bad does it have to get before we say “OK, I do not want this anymore?”

1. Where your treasure is there your heart will be also. Do you still treasure America? Are you taking a stand? How can you use your treasure to stand for Economic Freedom and Judeo-Christian values?

2. In the Economic War Room, we recognize the economic war. But it’s really a spiritual war manifesting in economic terms. Look to 2nd Chronicles 7:14 for the solution.

3. We cannot take for granted that our freedoms will always exist.

4. What world do you want your children to live in? China and Russia do not care about human rights. What will America look like, if you do not pass on our legacy of freedom? We are all responsible. It is not just someone else’s problem.

5. Every generation faces an existential threat to freedom. Do not be responsible for losing the freedom of mankind. Millennials and GenX are looking for answers. Many that say they are socialist because they think it sounds cool. They are still hungry for information.

Dystopia: (from the Ancient Greek for “bad place”); a community or society that is undesirable or frightening. It is translated as the opposite of utopia.
Economic Patriot Action Plan

We are looking for the remnant, the few. We are teaching them to weaponize their money toward investments and companies that strengthen America. Build your legacy. Consider being a Joshua or Caleb for America and western civilization.

Recognize we are in an economic war. Can we still win? We can grow out of this and protect our freedoms, if we work together. Remember the longer we wait to push back, the harder it will be to win our freedom back.

**Step 1:** We need to ensure our politicians understand the threats outlined above, and ensure they stand for freedom. We must vote out those who stand against liberty.

**Step 2:** Think what you can do now. The ability to move quick and mobilize our efforts is becoming greater and greater.

**Step 3:** What is a short sprint you can do to help strengthen America. Choose from the list or set your own goals:

- Get others to sign up and review our weekly Economic War Room Economic Battle Plans™. Each of these will address critical solutions to the threats highlighted on this briefing. Subscribe to our weekly Economic War Room show on TheBlaze at EconomicWarRoom.com.

- Subscribe to our weekly Economic War Room show on TheBlaze. We need to break the digital ghetto that is limiting free speech regarding truth and liberty.

- Follow, like, comment and share on Facebook and Twitter. [We recognize these tools may be compromised at times, but when they are not filtered, they can be major platforms available to reach out to the public.]
Share this Economic Battle Plan™ and our short video segments on Facebook or YouTube with friends. We set up the Economic War Room to be your resource for information, preparation, and mobilization.

Think about ways you can mobilize or weaponize your money towards things that strengthen American. This can be through charitable giving, spending, or investments.

Do this now! Have a financial action plan based on multiple geopolitical scenarios developing now. Advanced preparation is key. Trying to figure what to do when an economic event happens is usually too late.

Talk with your financial advisor as it relates to your savings/investments. Ensure your advisor understand the potential impact economic/geo-political scenarios could have on your portfolio. LOOK FOR ECONOMIC WAR ROOM’S ADVISOR AND INVESTOR ONLINE TRAINING COURSE LAUNCHING THIS SPRING.

Thank you for accepting this mission. Together, we will make a difference!

SHAREABLE THOUGHT:
(share this thought with your friends or at the office)

China Surveillance: a case study test: A gait and facial recognition system that allows the government to track it citizens can find a trained spy in a city of 18 billion people in less than 7 minutes.
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[+] Must Read/Watch

KEVIN FREEMAN AND GLENN BECK
GBTV Interview w/ Glenn Beck & Kevin Freeman Book “Secret Weapon” Economic Terrorism Stock
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEhKLIE_S0o [+]

Economic Terrorism: Was the 2008 Collapse Intentional?
https://www.theblaze.com/news/2012/01/19/economic-terrorism-was-the-2008-collapse-intentional [+]

Book: “Game Plan” by author Kevin Freeman on w/ Glenn Beck...the Coming Cyber-Economic Attack
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5gxJdI1Zcw[+]
Glenn Beck’s Book COWARDS, Chapter 3 FREE DOWNLOAD featuring
Kevin Freeman [+]
https://books.google.com/books?id=4Es5GmiNJEC&lpg=PA65&ots=TWxjBtmMRY&dq=GLENN%20BECK%20COWARDS%20CHAPTER%204&pg=PA65#v=onepage&q=GLENN%20BECK%20COWARDS%20CHAPTER%204&f=false

FOR THE RECORD: UNRESTRICTED WARFARE FEATURING KEVIN FREEMAN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9dOfU3PjpQ [+]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=25w2-n_wNZA [+]


https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=988093334561340 [+]

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=989344014436272 [+]

WORLD WAR THREE HAS BEGUN WITH ONES AND ZEROES
World War III: The Coming Cyber-Financial Attack that will Shock America
https://www.theblaze.com/world-war-iii-the-coming-cyber-financial-attack-that-will-shock-america [+]

This is HUGE. World War III is already underway
https://www.glennbeck.com/2018/03/16/this-is-huge-world-war-iii-is-already-underway/ [+]

Russia Readies Own Web To Survive Global Internet Shutdow
CNBC: The ‘splinternet’: China and the US could divide the internet

THE 5G THREAT
Here’s What It Would Mean If the Government Controlled the 5G Mobile Network


The war of the internets is a war we must win
https://www.glennbeck.com/glenn-beck/get-ready-for-the-war-of-the-internets

Ep 13 | 5G: The Next Economic Boom That China Wants to Dominate | Economic War Room [+]

Thailand launches Huawei 5G test bed, even as U.S. urges allies to bar Chinese gear

WHY ARE HUAWEI AND ZTE CONSIDERED A ‘NATIONAL SECURITY THREAT’?
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/fb-5811905/WHY-HUAWEI-ZTE-CONSIDERED-NATIONAL-SECURITY-THREAT.html

The Big Hack: How China Used a Tiny Chip to Infiltrate U.S. Companies
Britain’s Defence Secretary echoes the US with ‘grave, very deep concerns’ about Huawei

1 in 5 corporations say China has stolen their IP within the last year: CNBC CFO survey

China’s Huawei has big ambitions to weaken the US grip on AI leadership
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612914/chinas-huawei-has-big-ambitions-to-weaken-the-uss-grip-on-ai-leadership/

CHINESE SURVEILLANCE CAPABILITIES (BRAVE NEW WORLD)
Inside China’s Dystopian Dreams: A.I., Shame and Lots of Cameras

How China is building an all-seeing surveillance state
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uReVvICTrCM

China’s Surveillance State Should Scare Everyone
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/02/china-surveillance/552203/

Exposed database on Xinjiang using facial recognition tech shows depth of China’s surveillance state

China chat log leak shows scope of surveillance
ECONOMIC BATTLE PLAN™
ONE-ON-ONE WITH GLENN BECK EP25
(ECONOMIC PATRIOT SCORE: 85)

How China Is Using “Social Credit Scores” to Reward and Punish Its Citizens

China’s Creepy ‘Social Credit System’ Has Already Stopped Millions From Traveling
https://www.sciencealert.com/china-has-a-credit-system-for-social-behavior-its-led-to-millions-of-travel-bans

Discipline and Punish: The Birth of China’s Social-Credit System
https://www.thenation.com/article/china-social-credit-system/

AMERICAN’S TRADING LIBERTY FOR CONVENIENCE (BRAVE NEW WORLD)
In digital world, we trade privacy for convenience

How much real freedom would you be willing to give up in trade for Google-convenience?

Hijacked Nest devices highlight the insecurity of the IoT

Will Governments Turn Our Smart Devices Into A Massive Surveillance Network?

U.S. intelligence chief touts IoT as a spying opportunity

NSA interested in exploiting internet-connected medical devices, spying on IoT
The government just admitted it will use smart home devices for spying

Drugging of Americans Resembles Brave New World, Suggests Journal of American Physicians and Surgeons

Marijuana Today Relaxes Like Soma Then (In the Future?)
http://emilyjanto.blogspot.com/2009/05/marijuana-today-relaxes-like-soma-then_01.html

Brave New World predicted 2018 better than any other novel

Cook: 1984? Or a brave new world?

AOC, SOCIALISM, AND THE GREEN NEW DEAL
Pinkos Have More Fun Socialism is AOC’s calling card, Trump’s latest rhetorical bludgeon, and a new way to date in Brooklyn

Socialism Is Back
https://www.wsj.com/articles/socialism-is-back-11551225953

AOC’s ‘Green New Deal’ is laughable
https://www.glennbeck.com/glenn-beck/aocs-green-new-deal-is-laughable

The Green New Deal, explained
The fake popularity of socialism
https://www.wnd.com/2019/02/the-fake-popularity-of-socialism/

Glenn at CPAC: Socialism works exactly as it was designed
https://www.glennbeck.com/glenn-beck/glenn-at-cpac-socialism-works-exactly-as-it-was-designed [+]

The Trouble With the ‘Green New Deal’

The Green New Deal Is Unserious and Juvenile

Price tag of Green New Deal put at $93 trillion

Chicago Dem Wants Socialism to Have ‘Control of Every Single Facet of Our Life’

GLENN BECK: THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DECLARATION
Glenn Beck on how the Declaration of Independence is still shaping America’s future
https://www.theblaze.com/video/glenn-beck-on-how-the-declaration-of-independence-is-still-shaping-americas-future [+]

Glenn on Understanding the Declaration of Independence
https://www.glennbeck.com/2017/10/13/glenn-on-understanding-the-declaration-of-independence/ [+]
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GLENN BECK: WHY I WAS WRONG ABOUT TRUMP
Glenn Beck returns to Fox News — and admits Trump proved him wrong with these actions

Glenn Beck: ‘I Was Wrong’ About Trump on Israel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9OEDovvOx4 [+]

Trump to Ocasio-Cortez: ‘America will never be a socialist country’

Israelis overwhelmingly prefer Trump to Obama — poll
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israelis-overwhelmingly-prefer-trump-to-obama-poll/

VENEZUELA AND MEXICO
After Election Of Socialist Obrador, Will Mexico Morph Into Venezuela-Style Failed State?
https://www.investors.com/politics/editorials/mexico-election-socialism/

Rich Kids of Venezuela — including Socialist leader Hugo Chavez’s daughter — flaunt their wealth

Massive Venezuela power outage raises tensions amid crisis

Venezuela’s Suicide
Mexico fuel pipeline blast kills 73, witnesses describe horror

Theft From Fuel Pipelines Is A Rampant, Deadly Problem In Mexico

Fuel Crisis Hits Mexico After Pipelines Are Closed

Ruthless cartel violence is driving a wave of Mexican asylum seekers

DEUTSCHE BANK, EUROPE, AND NEGATIVE INTEREST RATES
How Deutsche Bank Drifted Into Its Whirlpool of Woes

The Panama Papers Investigation Bites Deutsche Bank

Europe’s Self-Inflicted Disaster
https://www.the-american-interest.com/2019/02/25/europes-self-inflicted-disaster/

The Euro: a mindless idea
https://www.spiked-online.com/2019/01/02/the-euro-a-mindless-idea/

Mario Draghi will never raise interest rates
https://qz.com/1567348/ecb-president-mario-draghi-will-never-raise-interest-rates/
Negative Yields Mount Along With Europe’s Problems

ECB to Launch New Stimulus in Major Policy Reversal

FREE MARKETS BEAT CONTROLLED ECONOMIES
Freedom Wins
https://fee.org/articles/capitalism-is-good-for-the-poor/

2018 Index of Economic Freedom

IF NOT US, WHO? IF NOT NOW, WHEN?
We are one election away from losing the Constitution
https://www.glennbeck.com/radio/we-are-one-election-away-from-losing-the-constitution [+]

Thousands of Christians Gather in Prayer at State Capitals Across America
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